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MARY: Telecom companies are collectively spending about US$50 billion to roll out 
infrastructure and technologies that will drive the next generation of voice, data and 
o services. These bundled services, known as “triple play,” represent the basis for 
oms’ product strategies over the next decade. Adding wireless to the package brings 

 fourth dimension, thus the term “quad play.” To recoup their massive investments, it 
’t be enough for telecoms to bring in revenues from bundled services, even in light of 
associated retention benefits. The opportunity for telecoms will lie in positioning 
selves as both data networks and providers of aggregated content, and targeted 

rnet Protocol-based advertising to stationary and mobile devices will be a big part of 
 Cable companies will also continue to play a role by adding Voice over IP-based 
ne service to existing video and data services and forming partnerships to provide 
less service. Telecoms are currently fighting for the legal rights to franchise these 
ices and lay down the massive fiber networks they require. But the real bundled 
ice battle will be in developing and marketing the continuity of service and content 
ss different devices (television, computer, telephone and wireless models). The fate 
e “net neutrality” debate, content aggregation, technology development, and 
mbent positioning within these service areas will underpin the competitive 
ntages that telecoms and cable companies each will hold.  

e Play Heats Up  
ept. 29, California Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger signed into law a bill that will alter 
ndscape of phone video and Internet services as we know it. The legislation, 
 takes effect Jan. 1, 2007, allows telephone companies to obtain statewide 

ses in California to offer video services. Without this, telecommunication 
anies such as AT&T and Verizon would face the daunting task of obtaining 
es in each California municipality.  

ens of millions of dollars these companies collectively spent to lobby for the bill 
pendent of their massive infrastructure deployment costs) is telling of its 
rtance to them. Indeed, video will be a key component of the triple- and quad-
bundled services that will be telecoms’ biggest weapons against cable companies, 
 are moving in on their traditional voice businesses. 

oms’ move into broadband-delivered video, or Internet Protocol TV, is at first 
e a counter shot to protect territory from cable companies. Cable companies, 
while, see a threat in telecom IPTV offerings and have accordingly initiated a 
g marketing push for their Voice over IP services. This self-propagating battle has 
n to heat up in areas of the country where telecoms have gained a statewide right 
ovide TV service, including Texas and New York. Next up is California.  

will result in decreased prices for service bundles that include voice, video and 
band — a marketing strategy that offers one statement with a billing amount that 
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is less than the sum of its parts. The increased choice in the market has led consumer 
advocates to support telecoms’ rights to seek statewide franchise agreements, as 
additional competition increases choice and drives down price.   

The Inside Track 
Many factors should be examined to see who is better positioned to win the bundled 
service battle. This comes down to matters of technology, incumbent positioning, 
organizational execution and marketing. It is clear that cable companies are the 
incumbents when it comes to video, while telecoms hold that position in voice service. 
Cable companies, however, are at an advantage because it is easier and less expensive 
to establish and roll out a voice service than an IPTV offering (see Appendix I). 

However, this battle could also be waged in a fourth dimension in which telecoms 
currently have the upper hand: wireless. Wireless service and mobile search will be 
significant revenue generators for telecoms and will allow them increased economies of 
scale with billing, infrastructure and cross-platform ad sales that could involve location-
based services in addition to targeted ad delivery across other packages. The targeting 
enabled by IPTV and mobile search together will also present interesting opportunities 
for telecom-owned directory operations.  

“It’s a lot easier to deliver voice than it is to deliver video, so you have to give the first-
run advantage to cable. Over the long haul though, the telecoms have a shot at a quad 
play given their stake in wireless,” said John Reed of Bluestreak Network during a 
panel at Dow Jones’ Network Ventures conference in February. Reed is chairman of 
Bluestreak, a Dallas-based mobile and digital TV technology provider. “They are in a 
very strong long-term position if they can pull all the way through to wireless. They 
just have to get this video piece figured out, and they’ve really been struggling to get 
out of the gate with a consistent platform that is best of breed. As soon as they find 
that combination, they’ll be in a strong position.”  

Cable companies have begun to seek partnerships to acquire wireless capability to 
remain competitive as the battle evolves from triple to quad play. Comcast, Cox 
Communications and Time Warner Cable, for example, have entered agreements with 
Sprint Nextel to provide cable customers with co-branded wireless services.  

In the meantime, cable’s “first-run advantage” can already be seen in the numbers. 
Cable operators ended the second quarter of 2006 with more than 6 million voice 
customers, a net gain of 677,000 over the previous quarter. Telecoms conversely had 
2 million video subscribers at the end of the quarter. Assuming a zero-sum game for 
the sake of argument, cable companies over time have netted roughly three times as 
many telecom voice customers as telecoms have taken cable video customers.  

Related to this is the concept that relatively few consumers are inclined to switch to 
IPTV when the initial service rollouts will be on par with current cable offerings.  

“In a broader context [IPTV] is hard to deliver. It will be interesting to see how quickly 
and compelling the telecom rollouts will be because they are spending a lot of money 
and trying to line up all of the content rights themselves, subsidizing set-top boxes  
and setting up your home network,” said Menlo Ventures’ Shawn Carolan at the Dow 
Jones event. Carolan is managing director of the Menlo Park, California-based venture 
capital fund. “When you look at what they are spending to try to give most of these 
services in parity with cable and satellite, it will be interesting to see how many 
consumers actually switch over that quickly. I’m somewhat pessimistic that it will 
happen in the U.S.” 
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Cable Telephony vs. Telecom Video Subscribers 

Cable Telephony Subscriber Counts (000) 

 2Q 2005 3Q 2005 4Q 2005 1Q 2006 2Q 2006 

Comcast*    1,228   1,230   1,242   1,321    1,463 

Cox Communications**    1,506   1,607   1,697   1,807    1,892 

Cablevision***       487      609      739       873       994 

Charter Communications        68       90      122       191       258 

Insight        74       81       90       100       107 

Mediacom Communications  NA         2       22        46        66 

Time Warner Cable       614      854   1,100   1,370    1,604 

Total    3,976   4,474   5,012   5,708    6,384 

Quarterly Adds.    (3,467)      498      538       696       677 

Total Telephony Homes 
Passed by Group  44,641  50,766  59,321  69,727  78,030 

Subs. % of Telephony 
Homes Passed 

8.9% 8.8% 8.4% 8.2% 8.2%

*At end of Q2 2006, Comcast passed 25.6 million homes with VoIP service and counted 721,000 VoIP 
or digital voice customers. The remaining homes passed and subscribers reflected legacy circuit-
switched. 

**EMDI estimates. Cox offers a mixed of circuit-switched and VoIP service. 

***Includes sequentially decreasing, and increasingly trivial, amounts of legacy circuit-switched 
customers. 

Source: IP Democracy Forum (2006)

 

Incumbent Telco Video Subscribers (000s) 
Telco 2Q 2005 3Q 2005 4Q 2005 1Q 2006 2Q 2006 

AT&T    404    419    457    491     533 

BellSouth     394    460    523    628     691 

Qwest Communications    120    151    183    228     273 

Verizon*    250    305    349    415     485 

Total  1,168  1,335  1,512  1,762  1,982 

Net Change   161   166   178   249    220 
*Q2 2005 is an estimate. 

Source: IP Democracy Forum (2006)
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Side-by-Side Comparison of Cable and IPTV Service in Hempstead, New York 

 Verizon Cablevision Notes 
Expanded basic service US$39.95 US$46.95 Verizon costs US$34.95 with one-year 

agreement. Cablevision does not offer 
yearly contracts. 

Standard-definition set-top 
box 

US$3.95 US$5.74 — 

Number of standard-
definition channels on 
expanded basic  

148 92 Includes local stations, public access and 
regional sports. 

Number of national 
standard-definition channels 
on expanded basic 

125 50 Not including broadcast network affiliates 
or regional sports channels. 

Additional TV channels on 
digital tier 

NA 36 Cablevision’s iO Digital costs US$9.95. 

HDTV set-top box US$9.95 US$5.74 — 

Minimum additional payment 
for HDTV 

None US$4.95 Cablevision’s iO Navigation package 
doesn’t include the digital-tier package of 
standard-definition channels. 

Total number of non-
premium HDTV channels 

18 16 Includes local stations and regional sports. 

Number of premium national 
HDTV channels available 

5 5 — 

Additional payment for HBO US$14.95 US$11.95 Both include multiplexed versions of HBO. 

HDTV box with a DVR US$12.95 US$15.69 Cablevision charges US$5.74 for the box 
and US$9.95 for DVR service. 

* — not including special 
discounts or bundles 

  Sources: Verizon, Cablevision Systems 

Source: USA Today (2006) 

In fact, a poll conducted in March by Research and Markets showed only 5 percent of 
satellite or cable TV subscribers would “definitely switch” to a telecom IPTV. Thirteen 
percent said they would “probably switch,” and 52 percent were undecided.  

Though the huge investments in fiber infrastructures that telecoms are making will 
represent a foundation for intriguing IPTV offerings superior to current cable service 
features, the initial packages will be on par with cable, as suggested by Carolan and 
the Research and Markets survey results. This comes down in part to a matter of 
content aggregation challenges and the dearth of content they will cause for initial IPTV 
service packages. In other words, there will be a disconnect between IPTV’s content 
capacity advantages and its content aggregation disadvantages (having to start from 
scratch). As a result, telecoms are rapidly pursuing deals to fill up their massive 
capacity with content that will attract subscribers.  

The technical advantages of IPTV will indeed allow for a great deal of content. This is 
because of its IP delivery and switched video architecture, which is similar to the way 
Web pages are delivered to computers (explained further in Appendix I).  
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“[The] switched IP platform gives us the capacity and flexibility to offer increased 
programming choices, including a wide array of content that competitors may not be 
able to offer due to spectrum constraints,” an AT&T spokesperson told The Kelsey 
Group. “[It] creates the ability to offer more content, including more niche content, 
than is possible with a traditional broadcast cable model. And features like the ability to 
search for programs and actors using a keyword search and having video-on-demand 
titles incorporated into the channel lineup improve the customer access to on-demand 
content.” 

In the same way the Web has propagated the economic principle of the long tail, IPTV 
will do so with video content. This will also change the volume of inventory targeting 
capabilities and economies of advertising, which will have local advertising implications.  

“IPTV has the power to create a new, more effective model for advertisers and to 
enhance the relevance of advertising messages for both consumers and advertisers,” 
according to AT&T. “We believe these new capabilities will have tremendous appeal for 
advertisers, programmers and consumers.” 

This attractive vision of the future for telecoms will take a long time to manifest, 
however, because of the content aggregation challenges and slow, costly infrastructure 
deployments they currently face (not to mention the legal hurdles mentioned above — 
although we don’t see these ultimately standing in the way).  

Telecoms bring hardware and software technologies to IPTV delivery that haven’t been 
used in unison on a large scale (e.g., new fiber networking equipment, IPTV set-top 
box software and back-end server software). Currently the largest IPTV deployment in 
the world is in Hong Kong, where broadband carrier PCCW has 650,000 subscribers. 
That’s about half the population of San Antonio, which is AT&T’s first market (and 
home to its headquarters). It remains unclear how the many disparate technologies 
will stand up to the strain of millions of users simultaneously accessing the system.  

But once these issues are hammered out and IPTV reaches its potential, it will have 
technical abilities far superior to what cable television’s current architecture allows. The 
good news for cable companies is that this won’t happen for another three to five 
years, meaning they have that much time to enhance their own levels of service to 
compete. Comcast, for example, recently told The Wall Street Journal it plans to 
develop extensive viewing guides that aggregate its TV schedule with online video clips 
and VOD options that give customers a portal for entertainment and shopping, akin to 
the Web itself. Until then, service bundling will be an important tool for customer 
retention, price competition and continued growth in voice users.  

The Long-Range Battle  
Gaining customers with compelling video services and competing on price will 
constitute the first phase of the bundled service competition. This will determine the 
subscriber bases each provider holds, the true monetization potential of which will 
come during the next step: serving personalized on-demand content and targeted 
search-based advertising across devices. Continuity of service will also be a key tenet 
of bundled packages, which will serve retention and marketing purposes and also allow 
for acute behavioral, geographic and contextual targeting. 

Yahoo! had this concept in mind when it launched Yahoo! Go at the annual Consumer 
Electronics Show last January. The product enables users to access personalized 
content on any connected device. Instead of storing data separately on individual  
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devices, all a user’s content resides on Yahoo! servers. This means changes to data or 
personalization features on, say, a cellphone are also reflected on the user’s PC, 
television and other connected devices. This is one vision of bundled services’ future.  

Terry Semel, Yahoo!’s chairman and chief executive officer, also gave a glimpse of the 
advertising opportunities that come with this continuity of service and content, 
including news, IM, e-mail, photos, music and video. This not only can “hook” users 
with Yahoo! products that are cemented in the interfaces of myriad devices, but having 
users’ data, preferences and search history all in one place opens up behavioral 
targeting opportunities. Combine that with the geotargeting capabilities of mobile 
devices (GPS will be ubiquitous in mobile phones by the end of 2007, as we have 
previously noted) and with the IP targeting capabilities of IPTV, and you can begin to 
picture the possibilities for service providers.   

Barriers to Entry  
The challenge for telecoms in the utopian scenario outlined above is they don’t own the 
content or platforms that represent the “killer apps” of these communication media. 
They are rather the medium through which content flows, or in other words a “dumb 
pipe.” To unleash the true potential of bundled services, this has to change.  

Telecom providers know this and have begun to travel down the long road of content 
aggregation and Hollywood deal making for which there is a steep learning curve. 
Spurring this on has been telecoms’ realization of the lead time required to line up 
content to fill the vast reaches of their IPTV service packages. The massive investment 
in high-bandwidth fiber network deployment will, they realize, be for naught if there is 
no content in place to lure users away from cable.  

Telecoms are quickly beginning to realize that this is a costly and time-consuming 
effort for which their lack of experience could be disabling (this is another place where 
cable companies have an advantage). Further, the distribution platforms and social 
media software that will dress these service packages (IM, e-mail, music, video, etc.) 
also represent a gaping hole.  

To gain this access, experience and expertise, telecoms will have to form partnerships 
with or acquire tech companies. This and only this will allow them to reach the 
potential of bundled services.  

Battle Lines Being Drawn   
When we talk about the telecoms that will be mired in the bundled service race, it is 
more accurate to simply name AT&T and Verizon, as recent industry consolidation has 
extended their combined footprint throughout most of the United States. Similarly, a 
few cable giants cover nearly the entire country, most notably Comcast, Cox and Time 
Warner Cable. Each individual market will therefore come down to a competition 
between one major telecom and one cable company.  

The relationships telecoms have already formed have clarified to some degree the fate 
of their content and platform partnerships. Yahoo! and AT&T have a longstanding 
arrangement (via SBC and BellSouth) in which Yahoo! offers free content and services 
to AT&T broadband subscribers, including video, music, e-mail, and an enhanced 
version of the My Yahoo! personalized content portal and RSS reader. The marriage 
between the two companies grew when AT&T became a reseller of Yahoo!’s paid search 
(Yahoo! Search Marketing) through its directory sales channel, which sells print and 
YellowPages.com ads. An analogous relationship exists between Microsoft and Verizon 
in which MSN provides content and services to the telecom’s broadband subscribers. 
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The companies then expanded this relationship to include distribution of Verizon 
SuperPages ads in MSN Live Local Search results.  

The cohesiveness and evolving relationships between these companies indicate a 
likelihood that Yahoo! and Microsoft will benefit from first consideration to bring 
content and communication platforms to federated bundled services. This will include 
proven and widely used online platforms such as e-mail, IM and search. This will have 
the same advantages as those of Yahoo! Go for continuity of service and content and 
targeted ad serving capabilities. Cable companies could seek out these capabilities for 
their own bundled packages and will likely form partnerships with or acquire directory 
companies to bring local directional advertising into their on-demand offerings. 

Because telecoms have relatively little experience in building and serving online 
communication platforms, they can benefit greatly from such partnerships or 
acquisitions. Portal platforms also come with the significant advantage of established 
user bases. Telecoms on their own would not be able to develop these technologies or 
comparable subscriber bases.  

Such partnerships would also have marketing benefits. Picture, for example, the 
Yahoo! Go mobile content product being called “AT&T Go.” Consumers have an 
inherent trust in online brands for e-mail, IM, search and other key platforms of 
federated bundled services — not to mention their inclination to continue using the 
same e-mail address, IM platform and search engine. These are all highly habitual 
online activities, meaning portals have the greatest ability to accelerate the relatively 
slow adoption of mobile search applications by transitioning existing users.    

AT&T has already formed a partnership with Yahoo! Go by making the service available 
on some Cingular phones. The product, branded as AT&T Yahoo! Go, is meant to 
enhance AT&T DSL by giving customers mobile access to services they have on their 
PCs, such as e-mail and IM. This is a big step toward triple play and the related content 
relationships that will unleash its true potential. In this case, Yahoo!’s incumbent 
position and millions of users give it an irrefutable value proposition in bringing the 
continuity of services across devices to AT&T. We expect a potential MSN and Verizon 
union in the latter’s bundled service offerings would offer the same advantages.  

Smaller technology companies can also play a role in this ecosystem, as there are 
many pieces to the puzzle of networking, content aggregation and content distribution 
over multiple devices. A team of AT&T executives last week took a day to listen to and 
vet a series of 18 presentations from start-ups, despite the telecom’s tradition of 
working exclusively with large suppliers such as Lucent Technologies and Nortel 
Networks (which themselves traditionally subcontract with smaller companies). AT&T’s 
goal in forming direct relationships with smaller start-ups is to bring innovative 
technologies to its main artery in order to facilitate the rollout of bundled services and 
the process of integrating many disparate technologies from SBC, AT&T and the five 
other companies that have merged over the past eight years. Cable companies will 
likewise seek relationships with smaller start-ups that can bring innovation to the table.  

“What start-ups do best is innovate,” Menlo Ventures’ Carolan said at the Dow Jones 
conference. “But to bring that innovation to market, you have to find a big partner who 
has a vested interest in its success. In a cable environment, they’re battling with 
upcoming telco TV and they’re battling with satellite now. They need these innovative 
features to try and differentiate themselves, and they are not going to start a new 
division to go do it themselves. I think in any of these ecosystems where there are a 
number of different parties along the value chain, any one of these start-ups will find 
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themselves very well-aligned with some people and diametrically opposed to others. 
The trick is to find a good place to partner.”  

What About Google? ‘Net Neutrality’ and Bundled Services   
A major question at this stage of the discussion should be, Where is Google in all this? 
The search giant may have made the mistake early on of not partnering with a major 
telecom, as Yahoo! and Microsoft have, to establish an inside track for this next 
generation of services. Google has formed a partnership with Verizon SuperPages to 
have the Internet Yellow Pages resell its AdWords paid search inventory. However, 
Google’s overall relationship with Verizon has not reached the qualitative level of 
MSN’s, nor has it achieved ultimate relevance for bundled services (i.e., providing 
content and services for Verizon broadband customers).  

Google, however, should not be discounted for potential telecom content partnerships 
because of the value and strength of its technology, its marketing cachet and its own 
growth in subscribers for online services. There is also the possibility of forming 
partnerships with cable companies in their bundled service offerings. Lastly, Google can 
still market its services to some degree where browser-based Web or mobile Web 
search is accessible.  

Google’s fate will also come down to a question of what will happen in net neutrality 
legislation in the near future. The net neutrality debate centers on whether telecoms 
can charge Internet companies and offer different tiers of service to distribute content 
over their wires. This compares with the current system, which presents a level playing 
field for any company that wishes to start a Web site and attract traffic. There are 
several net neutrality bills in different stages of legislative approval as a part of 
ongoing proposals to reform the Telecommunications Act of 1996. Resulting law would 
more decisively protect net neutrality. If telecoms get their way and are able to 
practice non-neutrality, Yahoo! and MSN will indeed have a significant advantage in 
their existing relationships. If, however, net neutrality remains intact, online companies 
— most notably Google — will be able to compete across Web-enabled devices.  

But even in this situation, a disadvantage exists in not being “baked into” the 
interfaces of IPTV service packages. The neutrality of the Web has allowed companies 
with the most compelling products, such as Google, to win market share in an openly 
competitive arena. IPTV conversely is a closed system in which all things must pass 
through the service provider’s filter — causing relationships with the gatekeepers to be 
a source of considerable competitive advantage.  

Similarly, real estate on a mobile phone interface is also valuable for portals. Just like 
on the Web, any user can access Google using a browser on a WAP phone. However, 
the baked-in interface on a mobile device has better usability (for the same reason 
Microsoft Outlook offers a better experience on a PC than Yahoo! Mail, for instance). In 
the U.S., carriers have a great deal of control over the hardware used on their 
networks, meaning a relationship with a carrier is a competitive advantage. 

The closed-system approach for IPTV could incidentally end up harming service 
providers more than it helps them because it will prevent the advantages and the 
economies of the long tail to rule their service packages as they have done on the 
public Web. It could also cause consumers who want more choice to opt instead to 
watch video through the public Internet as they do today on sites like YouTube.  

This threat will grow as higher bandwidth makes bigger and better quality streams 
available and as networking TV monitors with computers (to make online video  
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viewable in the living room) moves beyond its current early adopter stage. Apple’s 
recently announced iTV device, a wireless video-streaming set-top box the company 
plans to release in the first quarter of 2007, will accelerate this adoption curve. This 
will cause significant competition for IPTV service packages — a major reason telecoms 
are so opposed to net neutrality, as the data traveling for free over their pipes will 
threaten the IPTV service packages they are spending billions to build. 

Net neutrality will be very important in shaping the landscape of content and 
advertising on the Web and its associated bundled services. But whether or not there is 
net neutrality, IPTV and mobile are more closed off to free competition when compared 
with the Web. That means the partnerships formed with bundled service providers in 
the coming months will greatly affect which portals have an inside track to becoming 
the content and advertising network for the next generation of online products.  

Final Thoughts: Bundled Services + Targeted Ads = Local’s Next Frontier 
In the past, we’ve explored the targeted advertising capabilities of IPTV and the 
geotargeted local advertising possibilities of mobile search (see the June 12 ILM 
Advisory, “Targeting Users: Application Level Innovation in Mobile Local Search”). 
When combined with online local search, these will create exponentially greater 
opportunities to home in on consumers wherever they are using behavioral, contextual 
and geographically relevant targeting.  

This will include the ability to order products by Web, phone or TV interface that 
appears in IPTV programming. The continuity of service across telephone, Internet and 
television will also enable consumers to program and record video content via Internet 
or phone and use IM and videoconferencing through the TV interface.  

“Convergence and integration are becoming increasingly important to consumers, and 
AT&T is building its strategy around three screens — the TV, the PC and the wireless 
phone,” according to AT&T. “This includes how customers can personalize television, 
how they may be able to access digital photos over the TV, and how they extend their 
TV experience to program a DVR remotely from another location and receive 
personalized stock, weather and sports information.” 

On the local level, consumers will be able to order products, browse merchandise and 
receive product information from stores in their area about items featured in TV 
programs. This opportunity will be amplified by the increased content choices of IPTV 
and the resulting new types and quantities of ad inventory, akin to the long-tail 
economics seen in online paid search. The on-demand and search capabilities that will 
be IPTV’s flagship features will allow it to act more like classifieds, search and Yellow 
Pages and thus offer content those directional media currently serve. 

“My vision is that as IPTV takes off, we will serve up our Yellow Pages content database 
through it,” said Dennis Payne, president and CEO of AT&T Directory Operations, at 
TKG’s Directory Driven Commerce event last month. “You will be able to search for 
pizza or home repair and get it right through the handset. We are working on this and 
have it built. We are beyond the prototype stage and the investment level is there.”  

These benefits will be most apparent when users can access their unique products and 
personalized features from any device. Most of the opportunity to serve the next 
generation of media consumers and to target their unique patterns will therefore be 
realized by the companies that play a part in providing service bundles.  
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Internet service providers have erstwhile been overshadowed in content and 
advertising distribution by portal giants and nimble online companies that have proved 
better at developing technologies and user experiences. But looming net neutrality 
legislation combined with the relatively closed nature of the emerging services that will 
make up quad–play bundles will offer leverage to providers to play a more integral role 
in the content and advertising served on their networks.  

As the portal giants that have ruled the Web will play a considerable role in serving this 
content, the way the quad-play battle shakes out could determine who will win the land 
grab for ad placement across all the communication devices we use. 
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Appendix I: IPTV by the Numbers 

• AT&T’s Project Lightspeed will utilize existing copper phone lines that run into 
homes and businesses. It will upgrade to fiber-optic lines that run to the 
neighborhood level. IPTV requires bandwidth of 20 to 25 megabits per second, 
while AT&T currently offers 1.5 to 6 Mbps high-speed Internet service. 

• The telecom’s U-verse IPTV offering has an undisclosed subscriber base that is 
“in the thousands,” according to the company. 

• AT&T began the commercial launch of U-verse services in San Antonio in June 
and it plans to expand to 3 million homes in 15 to 20 markets by year-end and 
32 million homes by 2010. This will cost an estimated US$12 billion. 

• With its FiOS Internet Service project, Verizon will employ the costlier strategy 
of replacing all copper lines and will run fiber-optic lines all the way to the 
home. Although this has cost disadvantages, it allows for more bandwidth and 
features, which Verizon hopes will lend salability to its service.  

• The company doesn’t disclose how many actual FiOS TV subscribers it has, but 
Bernstein Research has estimated it will have 47,000 homes by year-end and 
about 4 million by 2015.   

• Each home costs about $900 to set up with FiOS service. The total estimated 
cost of this rollout over the next 10 years is about US$20 billion. 
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Appendix II: Local Ad Opportunities for IPTV 

(Reproduced From the Nov. 1, 2005, ILM White Paper “From Reach to 
Targeting: The Transformation of TV in the Internet Age”) 

What Makes IPTV Different? 
One might be prompted to ask, “Why all this fuss when digital cable offers a wide 
range of channels, growing VOD options and HD programming?” In other words, what 
are IPTV’s advantages over current cable and satellite television models? 

While a cable broadcast model sends hundreds of channels concurrently over the same 
cable, IPTV’s switched video architecture only calls up the channel being watched. 
IPTV, therefore, comes without any bandwidth limitations on the number of channels 
available and frees up capacity for more features and interactivity. This is similar to the 
way the Web delivers content one site at a time. Like the Internet, IPTV will be able to 
access virtually unlimited content choices. 

It is also important to note that IPTV’s quality of digital streams into homes will be far 
superior to the PC video to which consumers are now accustomed. PC-video streams 
are sent over the public Internet, where packets of data are sometimes delayed or lost 
entirely. This accounts for the sometimes jerky or low-resolution quality of the average 
streaming video. IPTV will have a dedicated transmission path, a set-top box, and 
software that will streamline the transmission and decompression of the video signal. 

The technology will employ MPEG-4 and Microsoft’s Windows Media 9 video formats, 
which compress files much more than the MPEG-2 standard used by cable and satellite 
companies. SD video will be delivered at bit rates of between 1 and 1.5 Mbps, while HD 
videos will require 5 Mbps to 6 Mbps of bandwidth (about half that required by MPEG-
2). Users will find the signal better than the digital cable or satellite feeds to which they 
are accustomed. They’ll also be able to switch channels faster than with cable TV, 
which occasionally experiences delays of up to three seconds. 

The bandwidth freed up by IPTV’s technical advantages will also offer users a two-way 
street for interacting with programs, advertisements and features. This will take VOD 
to the next level by making it the main product rather than a secondary offering. Aside 
from events viewers prefer to watch live — such as awards shows, concerts and 
sporting events — most content will be available on demand rather than during a 
network-determined time slot. 

Better Ad Targeting 
This selection of content by viewers will offer more precise targeting and contextual 
advertising opportunities. The increased volume of content that IPTV will allow will also 
increase the amount of available advertising inventory. These factors will help create 
new opportunities for national and local advertisers to launch geographically and 
demographically relevant campaigns that are accurately targeted down to the set-top 
box/receiver level. 

“Because we can send individual streams to individual devices, it enables targeting of 
advertising at a very fine level. Today, typically, a cable operator can target an ad 
down to a neighborhood [comprising a] couple hundred homes. That is why I see the 
Craftmatic Adjustable Bed commercial: Even though I am not their target market, my 
retired neighbor might be,” says Ed Graczyk, director of marketing and 
communications for IPTV technology developer Microsoft TV.  “With IPTV, I could see a 
different ad than my neighbor. In fact, different devices in my house could see 
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different ads in the same programs. The TV that the kids watch could get one 
advertisement that would be totally different than what is in the parents’ bedroom.” 

Targeting and Relevance: A New Model for TV  
IPTV and its wealth of content offerings will likely accelerate fragmentation of the TV 
viewing audience. Assuming that fragmentation, the question becomes: How will 
networks and content producers respond if the current economic model — delivering 
advertising to millions of viewers more or less simultaneously — is largely undermined? 
(It may well be possible to achieve similar reach as current broadcast television in 
selected cases but not simultaneously.) 

Into the foreseeable future, there will always be mass television audiences for certain, 
selected programming (e.g., the U.S. Super Bowl or World Cup finals), even if not all at 
once (i.e., time-shifted viewing). However, increasingly, targeting will have to make its 
way into the advertising mix to compensate for the inability to reach mass audiences 
with reliability. 

The ability to identify viewers by content, location and, potentially, by historical 
viewing patterns, opens up a range of ad-models and related possibilities. These will 
extend from basic television commercials to personalized promotions based on 
contextually related ads and geotargeted information, indicating where the products 
and services are locally available. And tracking of aggregate viewer behavior can go 
even further in offering viewers “recommended” products for online or in-store 
purchase (similar to Amazon.com’s tracking and recommendations features). 

Clearly there are privacy concerns that surround some of these models. But IPTV 
brings to televisions the full targeting capacity of the Internet, and it is potentially 
more powerful because of the nature of the medium. 

“Once you move into the IPTV world, you get the beauty of contextuality of advertising 
much more so than exists today with broadcast television,” says Suranga 
Chandratillake, cofounder and chief technology officer of media search and aggregation 
Web site Blinkx. “Just like Google and Yahoo! get much better selection rates because 
they show an ad that is relevant to the search, there is no reason why, because the 
system knows that it’s me watching a program, the ads shouldn’t be able to reflect that 
as well. Given that that’s the case, I think it’s quite an exciting time for advertisers 
because they’ll finally get to do mass marketing yet targeted marketing.” 

Though this is all still speculative, it is quite possible that greater targeting precision 
could help compensate for the potential loss of large broadcast audiences. Indeed, 
while audience share (reach) will probably decline per unit of content, the response 
rates per viewer could increase significantly. In other words, targeted IPTV advertising 
could be a much more efficient media buy. 

Some Examples  
The following are a few hypothetical scenarios that might take advantage of IPTV’s 
targeting capabilities. 

Scenario 1: How-To Shows and Home Depot 
A homeowner wants to retile her bathroom. A friend tells her about a show on Home & 
Garden Television that presented step-by-step instructions for such a project. The 
homeowner searches for the show in HGTV’s VOD archives using her IPTV system’s 
search interface. She watches the show, which is followed by a list of tools and 
materials as well as corresponding circulars and offers from The Home Depot, Lowe’s 
and local hardware stores. 
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Scenario 2: Movie Tickets and Local Restaurants 
In anticipation of the release of a remake of “Superman: The Movie,” IPTV providers 
promote an on-demand offering of the original Superman series or the 1978 
Christopher Reeve motion picture. Before or after each on-demand presentation, IPTV 
providers air geotargeted Cineplex ads or ticket promotions for the new film, as well as 
advertising for local vendors that sell related merchandise. Local restaurants near 
specific theaters might also be interested in such promotions and present special offers 
to viewers. The latter case would be similar to direct mail but with the added power of 
both contextual and local applicability. 

Scenario 3: Travel Shows and Ski Vacations 
A viewer in San Francisco develops an interest in skiing after watching the Winter 
Olympics both live and replayed on demand. The software running her IPTV system 
picks up on her viewing patterns and presents advertisements for local sporting goods 
stores as well as promotions for ski resort packages and snowboarding lessons. 

One can easily imagine the value of travel promotions being associated with related 
programming (shows about the history of Mexico paired with discount vacation 
packages to destinations in that country, for example). This logic equally applies to 
other “verticals” such as weddings, cooking and auto repair. Of course, all this is not 
that far removed conceptually from what already exists on cable; it’s the increased 
targeting options and potential for interactivity (e-commerce) that make such 
scenarios so compelling. 

According to Bradley Horowitz, vice president of product strategy at Yahoo!, this will 
have applicability to the “leaning forward” mode of content consumption in which 
viewers are looking for specific information, as well as the “leaning back” mode of 
passive entertainment. 

“I might be fixing a leak, and I want to bring back a ‘how-to’ video of how to fix a leak 
under my sink. Or maybe I’m going to Tahiti, and I want to see a video of what it’s like 
there. Those search-oriented kinds of intentional queries are always going to be a part 
of the experience,” says Horowitz. “But I also think there will be a subtler programming 
aspect to this, where you’re much more in a lean-back mode. And based on what 
you’ve told us about yourself — who your friends are and what you’ve watched before 
— we’re going to be able to suggest which of the tens of millions of discrete assets 
make sense for you to consume next.” 

IPTV and SMEs   
As mentioned, IPTV should contribute to continuing audience fragmentation and open 
up new ad inventory simultaneously. That fragmentation, together with decreasing 
costs and the imperative for greater targeting, may also create advertising 
opportunities for small businesses on IPTV. Options for small and medium-sized 
enterprises are currently limited to prohibitively expensive broadcast spots or relatively 
inefficient local cable advertising that is often of inferior production quality. 

“I think there is going to be an enormous amount of opportunity for those people who 
have not been able to use advertising in the past,” says Jim Rozier, senior director of 
BellSouth Video Services. “It will open up a big resource for advertisers to be able to 
tap into what I’ll call that ‘middleman’ type of advertiser — that person who typically 
just uses storefront and small ads in newspapers and maybe just Yellow Pages.” 

SMEs generally don’t track ad performance closely, and many simply don’t advertise at 
all. Indeed, The Kelsey Group estimates that almost 40 percent of local businesses 
don’t spend money on anything that could be considered advertising. 
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Some believe the psychological power of TV, when combined with lower ad costs and 
the Internet’s targeting capabilities, will attract SMEs to IPTV advertising. 

“Most people are not as sophisticated in judging advertising because it’s difficult,” says 
Rozier. “These small and middle-of-the-road companies are out there not spending the 
advertising [dollars]. I think [IPTV is] going to open up a slew of dollars that are not 
there today because people are going to go in today and say, ‘OK, if I spend this much 
and get that much in return, that makes sense to me.’ ” 

That, of course, remains to be seen, and a healthy dose of skepticism is in order. If 
SMEs are able to buy into IPTV and related distribution, they will likely need “enablers” 
to educate and provision ads on their behalf, much in the same way that happens with 
paid search. Enter directory publishers and possibly their newspaper counterparts. 

Directional and Directory Opportunities  
As IPTV offers on-demand programming and related interactivity, it becomes much 
more like a directional medium (i.e., Yellow Pages, classifieds and search). It thus 
becomes a potential distribution platform for the same content now appearing in those 
media. As Yahoo!’s Horowitz suggests, the more choice (on-demand) enters TV 
viewing, the more people are “leaning forward” when they engage with the medium. 

“People that watch this stuff are definitely watching it, and they’ve actually opted in to 
watch it. And they are all very powerful segments for the advertiser,” says Blinkx’s 
Chandratillake. 

Directory publishers and, potentially, newspapers can be single points of contact for a 
range of distribution platforms on behalf of SMEs — including IPTV. This is especially 
true of directory publishers that have corporate parents engaged in IPTV rollouts, such 
as BellSouth, AT&T and Verizon.  
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